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•Sales Presentations

Since 2001, I‘ve been a coach and trainer for soft

•Department Reporting

skills and work with private clients as well as man-

•International Teams

agers in companies helping them to strengthen their

•Presenting in English

speaking and presentation skills. I work in small and

•Preparing for a New Position/Job

mid-sized companies in Germany as well as large,
international companies in the U.S.A. and Europe.

Get the support you need and win the

As industry lobbyist and public relations manager in

complete attention of your public with your

the U.S., I was often invited to appear on television

new style! In front of others you will appear

and in radio. My experience as presenter spans

relaxed and sovereign. You will be able to

groups of 10 to several hundred. My focus is to sup-

deliver complex topics and ideas more clearly

port you so that you feel relaxed during your presen-

and directly. Your slides and materials will

tation and that you communicate effectively and

have that special, professional look to them.

clearly. I am a U.S. citizen and have lived and

By learning how to decrease those things

worked in Germany since 1996 and speak fluent Ger-

which increase anxiety and by strengthening

man. For more information about me, please see my

your communication style, you increase your

website: www.stinsontraining.com

own self confidence.
We will work together to first determine your

“Most of my clients‘ projects are completed within 2-4 hours.”

goals in the presentation, then to strengthen

Peggy Stinson

the strategy. You will have several chances to
practice and we can use modern techniques
with video if you choose.
Make your presentation one which leaves a
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lasting impression on your audience!

